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1. Celestial co-ordinates:

(a) Describe the three co-ordinate systems; altitude–azimuth, declination–
hour angle, and declination–right ascension with the help of figures.

(b) α Orionis (Betelgeuse) is one of the brightest stars in the Orion con-
stellation. It’s celestial coordinates are right ascension α = 5h55m,
declination δ = 7◦24′. At roughly what time does Betelguese culmi-
nate (reaches it’s greatest altitude) at summer solstice in late June?
How about around autumnal equinox? Is Betelguese then closer to
being a “morning star” (rising before the Sun) or an “evening star”
(setting after the Sun)?

(c) Is Betelguese circumpolar (never setting) as observed from Sydney
(33◦52′S 151◦13′E? How about α Centauri (α = 14h40m, δ = −60◦50′)?
Why, or why not?

2. A spectrograph consists of an entrance slit, a collimator, a grating or prism,
an imaging element and a detector.

(a) Make a sketch of a grating spectrograph, where you show the locations
of all the elements and the focal lengths for the collimator f1 and the
camera (imaging element) f2.

(b) At what position in a telescope is the spectrograph placed?

(c) How wide S is the image of the entrance slit in a given wavelength λ
if the entrance slit measures a width s.
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(d) The grating equation is given by

θ = sin−1

[(

mλ

d

)

− sin i

]

.

where angle i is the angle the incident light ray makes with the normal
to the grating . What do the other symbols mean? Include the angles
i and θ in the sketch made in the first exercise.

(e) Indicate on the sketch in which direction the wavelength increases

along the detector

(f) Show that the dispersion dθ/dλ is given by m/(d cos θ).

(g) Assume that the grating has 1000 grooves per mm, that the focal
length is f2 = 2 m for the camera, that θ = 80◦ varies little over the
spectrum and that we observe in the 2nd order. What is the reciprocal
linear dispersion dλ/dx measured in the units nm/mm?

(h) When the grating is fully illuminated, the imaging element (detector)
will intercept a rectangular beam of light. The width of the beam, D,
is given by D = L cos θ, where L is the length of the grating. Explain
why the (linear) diffraction limit of this beam is

W = f2

λ

L cos θ
.

(i) Argue why the optimum resolution occurs when

S = W

and obtain an expression for the optimum slit width s.

3. Name four of the five Seidel aberrations and give a simple description or
sketch explaining each.

4. Give short answers to the following.

(a) Explain how a Michelson’s stellar interferometer works.

(b) Why is interferometry much easier to perform with radio telescopes
than with telescopes using visible light?

(c) How does a Geiger counter work?

(d) The faintest stars visible to the naked eye, from the definition of the
scale, are magnitude six. For point sources the brightness is increased
by the use of a telescope by a factor G, called the light grasp. If the
dark adapted human eye has a diameter of 7 mm, show that

G ≈ 2 × 104d2
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(e) What is a photometric system (e.g. the UBVRI system).

(f) Describe the two main types of mounts for telescopes: equatorial and
altazimuth. What are the advantages and disadvantages of both?
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